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Nineteenth-Century Music Review aims to locate music within the widest possible framework of intellectual activity pertaining to the long nineteenth century (c.1789–1914). It particularly welcomes interdisciplinary scholarship that explores music within the context of other artistic and scientific discourses. Articles with fine visual or iconographic content are encouraged, as are those rich in musically illustrative material. Articles accepted for publication will reflect a diversity of critical viewpoints.

All material submitted for consideration will receive open-minded editorial attention, and works, once accepted for peer review, will proceed anonymously to at least two readers (one from the editorial board, the other external to it). Books and music will be reviewed extensively in each issue with the particular aim of extending awareness of music literature into extra-musical disciplines.
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Organised Sound is an international peer-reviewed journal which focuses on the rapidly developing methods and issues arising from the use of technology in music today. It concentrates upon the impact which the application of technology is having upon music in a variety of genres, including multimedia, performance art, sound sculpture and music ranging from popular idioms to experimental electroacoustic composition. It provides a unique forum for anyone interested in electroacoustic music studies, its creation and related developments to share the results of their research as they affect musical issues. An accompanying DVD is sent to subscribers annually.
Popular Music is an international multi-disciplinary journal covering all aspects of the subject - from the formation of social group identities through popular music, to the workings of the global music industry, to how particular pieces of music are put together. The journal includes all kinds of popular music, whether rap or rai, jazz or rock, from any historical era and any geographical location. Popular Music carries articles by scholars from a large variety of disciplines and theoretical perspectives. Each issue contains substantial, authoritative and influential articles, shorter topical pieces, and reviews of a wide range of books.
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Mission Statement

As a ‘Quarterly Review of New Music’, TEMPO exists to document the international new music scene while contributing to, and stimulating, current debates therein. Its emphasis is on musical developments in our own century, as well as on music that came to prominence in the later twentieth century that has not yet received the attention it deserves.
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Proofs
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Contributions written in English are welcomed from all countries. Manuscripts should not have been published previously or be under consideration for publication elsewhere in any form.

The Editors are keen to publish articles on the new music scene in all its complexity, not simply on a particular work by a particular composer. Discussion of compositional trends, performance practices, listening practices, new music contexts and reception histories are encouraged. TEMPO is sympathetic both to writing about new forms of creative practice (electronic, interdisciplinary, performance-based) and to writing that employs innovative methods of enquiry that differ from the aims of traditional musicology (work broadly adhering to the latter is nonetheless not excluded). These considerations apply equally to TEMPO’s Reviews Section.
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